REPORT

Report Date:
October 20, 2022
Contact:
Natalie Lue
Contact No.:
604.665.3020
RTS No.:
14829
VanRIMS No.: 08-2000-20
Meeting Date: November 16, 2022
Submit comments to Council

TO:

Standing Committee on Policy and Strategic Priorities

FROM:

The General Manager of Arts, Culture, and Community Services

SUBJECT:

Vancouver Civic Theatres Activating Spaces Grant 2023

RECOMMENDATION
A.

THAT Council authorize Vancouver Civic Theatres (VCT) staff to maintain an
annual grant program to animate non-commercial VCT spaces and enhance their
profile, subject to a maximum expenditure of $200,000 for 2023 to be included in
the annual VCT budget.

B.

THAT Council authorize staff to allocate a maximum of $200,000 in 2023 to
organizations meeting the criteria outlined in this report and specified in the VCT
Grant Information Guide 2022 attached as Appendix A.

C.

THAT pursuant to Section 206 (1) (j) of the Vancouver Charter, Council deems
any organization receiving a grant under this program from January 1 2023December 31, 2023 that is not otherwise a charity registered with the Canada
Revenue Agency, to be contributing to the culture of Vancouver.

D.

THAT the General Manager of Arts Culture and Community Services (GM of
ACCS) (or their designate), is authorized to negotiate and execute agreements,
to disburse the grants described in this report on the terms and conditions
generally set out below, and on such other terms and conditions as are
satisfactory to the GM of ACCS (or their designate), and the Director of Legal
Services.

E.

THAT no legal rights or obligations are created by the approval of
Recommendation A above unless and until the applicable theatre license
agreement is complete and approved by the City in accordance with
Recommendation C above and executed and delivered by both the grant
recipient and GM of ACCS (or their designate).

Recommendations A, B and C require two-thirds affirmative votes of all Council members
per section 206 (1) of the Vancouver Charter.
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REPORT SUMMARY
The Activating Spaces Grant program was approved by Council in 2019 (then known as
“VCT Grant”) and ran from 2000-2022, allocating up to $200,000 each year to support notfor-profit arts and cultural events at non-commercial Vancouver Civic Theatres (VCT)
spaces. This report seeks Council approval to renew the program moving forward. If
approved, staff will allocate up to $200,000 in the 2023 VCT operating budget for this grant
program and will disburse grants in alignment with the City’s long-range culture plan
Culture|Shift.
COUNCIL AUTHORITY/PREVIOUS DECISIONS
On July 9, 2019 (RTS 12991) Council approved new rental rates for VCT that included both
commercial and not-for-profit rental rates for three consecutive seasons from September 1,
2020 to August 31, 2023.
On July 9, 2019 (RTS 11595), Council approved to authorize VCT staff staff to maintain an
annual grant program to animate non-commercial VCT spaces and enhance their profile,
subject to a maximum expenditure of $200,000 for each of the next three years 2020, 2021, and
2022 to be included in the annual VCT budget.
On November 16, 2021 (RTS 14658), Council approved to authorize VCT staff to allocate
$200,000 to organizations meeting the criteria of the VCT Grant Program to animate noncommercial VCT spaces in partnership with community. Source of funding is the 2021 Cultural
Grants operating budget.

CITY MANAGER'S/GENERAL MANAGER'S COMMENTS
The City Manager recommends approval of the foregoing.

REPORT
About The VCT Activating Spaces Grant (formerly known as The VCT Grant)
This in-kind grant program provides rental subsidy and assistance for certain VCT costs
(including a portion of technical and front of house labour costs), with an overall goal of
maintaining a strong utilization of VCT non-commercial public spaces. An additional goal of this
program is to build community engagement and strategic partnerships while assisting
organizations with artistic development, to increase their profile, and expand their audiences.
VCT Activating Spaces Grants are one of the few non-cash grants that support eligible not-forprofit arts and cultural organizations to access the City’s professionally-equipped, downtown
non-commercial VCT spaces. Grants to these organizations animate the City’s performing arts
spaces and present a range of culturally diverse performances, workshops, rehearsals,
recordings, arts festivals and conferences for public enjoyment and sector development. This
program is one of many programs, awards, and services that the City offers to support a diverse
and thriving cultural ecology.
The VCT Activating Spaces Grant Program is designed to support Vancouver-based, not-forprofit arts and cultural organizations that have a mission to develop, create, produce, present,
and disseminate artistic work for the benefit of the public and the arts sector, in any artistic
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discipline (e.g. Indigenous arts, community arts, dance, interdisciplinary, literary, media,
multidisciplinary, music, theatre, visual arts, cultural advocacy).
This in-kind grant program provides rental subsidy and assistance for certain VCT costs
(including a portion of event staff labour costs and in-house technical equipment) and serves a
range of organizations, including large-scale year-round users, small-sized occasional users,
and first time users. The program objectives are to assist organizations with artistic
development, to increase their profile, and expand their audiences.
2022/2023 Performing Arts Season
The arts and culture sector, like many other sectors, continues to be deeply impacted by
COVID-19. Last year, Council supported the sector through approving additional uses for
grants, including the re-purposing of Theatre Rental Grant funding, the re-establishment of the
VCT Grant, as well as specific COVID-19 recovery grants to allow artists and cultural groups to
adapt and continue to deliver critical programs and services for the community.
Strategic Analysis
One of the primary goals of this grant program is to provide low barrier access to small and
emerging not-for-profit groups who may not have the means to be able to engage in shortterm rentals with the VCT. The grant eligibility and guidelines of these short term rental
agreements and grant award processes for 2022 are shown in Appendix A.This grant
program is now well known within the creative not-for-profit sector. While the program, in
2022, has faced a few program challenges as organizations are still planning and
assessing risk based on COVID-19 impacts, staff are confident, based on pre-pandemic
requests and preliminary 2023 venue availability discussions with the sector, that there will
be an increased need for access and funding, and as such, staff are requesting to maintain
a $200,000 grants budget in 2023. Table 1 below, outlines the request versus available
budget over the last 6 years.
Table 1 – Summary of grant requests per year, 2017-2022
Year
Grant Requests
Grant Budget
2017
$180,752
$150,000
2018
$241,932
$200,000
2019
$272,210
$200,000
2020*
$199,179
$200,000
2021*
n/a
n/a
2022**
$104,504
$200,000
* Program was suspended from Q2 2020 to Q4 2021 due to COVID-19 Operating Budget
impacts.
**Partial Statistics: figure is only reflective of 2022 requests as of October 20, 2022.
The 2022 VCT Activating Spaces Grant program features a wide range of performance and
cultural events. The works reflect the diversity of Vancouver’s cultural communities, which
include Indigenous, LGBTQIA2S+, persons with disabilities, IBPOC, Senior, and French
language communities with performers from the Métis Nation, Latin America, China,
Bulgaria, Taiwan, Africa, and others. A summary of Vancouver-based, arts organizations,
not-for-profit local community driven groups, as well as community based festivals/events
that were and are soon to be awarded a grant in 2022 are listed in table 2**:
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**Table 2 – VCT Grant 2022 Awardees
** Partial statistics as this program is still accepting applications for the 2022 calendar year

April 21, 2022 – Dec. 31,
2022
Organization
Grant Request

April 21, 2022 – Dec 31,
2022 (as of October 20,
2022)
Actual and Forecasted
In-kind Grant
Disbursement
$
740.00

Chor Leoni Men's Choir

$

740.00

Vancouver Tap Dance Society

$

5,180.00

Taiwanese Canadian Cultural
Society

$

4,440.00

event cancelled

Powell Street Festival Society

$

1,480.00

event cancelled

*Latincouver Cultural & Business
Society

$

3,020.00

$

3,020.00

*Time Will Tell Arts Society

$

1,510.00

$

1,510.00

Alliance Francaise Vancouver

$

1,510.00

$

1,510.00

Out Innerspace Dance Theatre and
Film Society

$

5,920.00

$

5,500.00

Vancouver Symphony Society

$

5,500.00

$

4,466.00

*Pacific Brass Society (Vancouver
Brass Orchestra)

$

1,510.00

$

1,510.00

VSO School of Music

$

5,180.00

$

5,180.00

PRPL Fork Film Fest Society

$

18,120.00

Yarilo Contemporary Music Society

$

2,265.00

$

2,265.00

Axis Theatre Company

$

5,820.00

$

5,376.00

Dancing on the Edge Festival
Society

$

2,000.00

$

1,006.00

The Vancouver Men's Chorus

$

2,960.00

$

2,960.00

Vancouver Chamber Choir

$

755.00

$

755.00

*re: Naissance Opera

$

7,424.00

$

5,500.00

*Vancouver Cantonese Opera
Society

$

2,265.00

$

2,265.00

*Compaigni V'Ni Dansi Society
Turning Point Ensemble

$

2,265.00

$

2,265.00

$

1,510.00

$

1,510.00

*Music on Main Society

$

3,020.00

$

3,020.00

$

5,180.00

event cancelled
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Asian-Canadian Special Events
Association

$

1,510.00

$

1,510.00

*Sound of Dragon Society

$

2,265.00

$

2,265.00

Vancouver Chinese Canadian
Seniors Society of Multicultural
Song and Dance

$

3,775.00

$

1,510.00

Vancouver International Film
Festival (Greater Vancouver
International Film Festival Society)

$

7,550.00

$

5,285.00

*The Disability Foundation

$

2,000.00

$

2,000.00

BIPOC Creative Association

$

1,510.00

$

1,510.00

*Vancouver Opera Association

$

1,500.00

$

1,500.00

Total
* event to take place after October
20, 2022

$

104,504.00

$

71,118.00

VCT Activating Spaces Grant Re-establishment in 2022
In 2022, the VCT Activating Spaces Grant was launched on April 21, which is approximately 6
months later than in pre-pandemic years. This was due to dedicated staff resources returning to
VCT in the middle of Q1 2022 and additional time was needed to re-establish the program. The
Q2 launch also impacted many organizations’ ability to secure desired dates in eligible VCT
spaces. Additional organizations had inquired about applying to this program but were ultimately
unable to secure dates due to very limited venue availability at that late point in time. In addition,
VCT had a number of event cancellations due to continued impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic,
resulting in lower disbursements than VCT originally expected.
In previous iterations of this program, VCT saw multiple individual grant requests of $25,000 or
higher (approximately 12% of the overall program budget). Due to the history of high requests,
VCT set a limitation on the maximum award amount granted per organization each year. An
award limit was set to $5,500 per organization for 2022. Should Council approve this program
for 2023, the intention is to increase the limit per organization to $10,000 to accommodate larger
requests while still being able to support a wide range of organizations.
As of October 20, 2022, organizations are still expressing interest in the program. Depending on
venue availability and organization and programming eligibility, it is forecasted that an additional
$5000-$10,000 of in-kind grant support will be awarded prior to the program end on December
31, 2022.
VCT Activating Spaces Grant Review Process
The applications are evaluated by a staff team from VCT using the published criteria and crosschecking applicants’ bookings and theatre availability. The review considers the organization’s
capacity to produce the event as proposed, and the community impact of the presentation.
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VCT Non-Commercial Spaces
Based on the success of the 2022 grant program, VCT experienced greater utilization and
diversity of users on the šxʷƛ̓exən Xwtl’a7shn, Annex and VCT lobby spaces. Staff are
proposing, in 2023, to add the Vancouver Playhouse to the list of non-commercial spaces that
would be eligible for funding under the VCT Activating Spaces Grant to provide an additional
performing arts space option for grant recipients. This additional venue would provide more
access to the City’s unique public spaces.
Financial
VCT is proposing this $200,000 annual subsidy grant program be managed within the
approved VCT operating budget, with a maximum expenditure of $200,000 in 2023.

CONCLUSION
Investment in these projects and organizations supports a diverse and thriving cultural ecology
which supports the breadth of creativity – from disability awareness, contemporary dance,
creative industry events, drag performance art, to Cantonese opera, musical education, and
classical music ensembles.

*****
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